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1. INTH~DUCTI~N 
In this paper we try to show how concepts introduced for ordinary topological 
sets can be extended in some natural way to the fuzzy subsets of a set E as 
defined in [4]. More precisely, if E is a topological space, WC put on [0, 11” a 
fuzzy topology such that the functor between the category of fuzzy sets respects 
restriction to the category of topological spaces or even compact topological 
spaces. 
2. Fuzzy AND SATUFWL FUZZY TOPOLOGIES 
For ordinary sets, inclusion, union, intersection, and complementation will 
be denoted as usual. For fuzzy sets, WC: USC the symbols <, V, A, 1--, rcspecti- 
vely; these notations arc self-evident. 
Let 9 be a class of functions E -, [0, l] which satisfies the following condi- 
tions: 
(i) the constant functions 0 and 1 belong to 9, 
(ii) if pi belong to .F for i E I then V, pi belongs to 3, 
(iii) if pL1 and pZ belong to 9, then pcL1 A p2 belongs to .F. 
Then .F is the family of characteristic functions of a class Y of fuzzy sets 
which is a fuzzy topology in the sense of [l]: ,F contains 4 and E and respects 
fuzzy union and finite fuzzy intersection. The family .P := {I - p, p E >Sr is 
obviously called the family of closed fuzzy sets of E. 
As examples, we can take 9 : [0, llE, defining the discrete fuzzy topology, or 
9 = [OIE U [l]“, defining the null fuzzy topology. Other cases are possible, 
taking, for instance, .F = {O, I}“. 
If (E, 7’) is a topological space we have a particularly interesting class 9-t: the 
lower semicontinuous functions (1.s.c.) satisfy the conditions (i), (ii), (iii). The 
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<orrc~l)<)~~d~:i; fuzz!- topology is denoted by ~(1’) and is called the mturai 
qology; the L.C. functions from R to (0, 1) are cxactiy the characteristic 
[unctions of the open sets of the topological space 1:. The ciosed sets are of course 
associated with the upper semicontinuous functions (u.s.c.). 
Remurk. It is easy to extend the foregoing defmitions to L-fuzzy sets whcrc 
!, is a complete simply ordered lattice with 0 and 1. ‘The 1.~. functions from 
E to L are also the continuous functions from the topological space E to the space 
(0, l] with the topology of the right sections {ICY, l] for every x G-I,> (SW [2]). 
I . If WC consider the canonical decomposition of a fuzzy set .--I: 
\:hxe 5 - ;I .: I:‘: p,,(x) ;.> J, 1 is the a-section of A ior I E [0, I], then --i is 
fuzz\; o&n i!t‘ ail the components S, (the sections) are open in E. If (S,,) = (S,J 
is a sequcnw of sections corresponding to a dense sequence (a,,) of [0, I]. then 
for x 5 [0, 11, .S1 -= u5,,=n S&, and ;,3 is open iff all the S, are open: this means 
that gi\-cn a dense sequence (Ye) of [0, l] and a decrcasing’kequencc (A’,?:) (the tin 
are supposed to bc increasing with 12) of open sets in L; there csists exactlv on:: 
open fuzzy set in I? which has the Sam for sections. 
2. If B is R,I and ,4 is a fuzzy set of E let A,, bc the shadow [4] of .i on the 
h):perplane ,s,, -. 0: PLa,(~l 7”‘) -VW I) L,,c.i /LA@, )‘.., s,). 13~ the property of 
the upper envclopc, if A is fuzzy open in I:‘, then $(x, ,..., x7,) = VtnEl CL~(.X~ ,..., 
x,,) is 1.s.c.; then {pAn 3; CX~ = {$ > X) n Rj1-1 is open in R”-1 and we have 
proved that the shadow .I, f f 0 a uzzy open set ~1 in R” is fuzzy open in T-‘. 
One cannot replace the word “open” ly “closed” in this formulation. 
3. If =1 is a fuzz); set, the upper envelope of the set of all I.s.c. functions Lo 
from E to F.0, l] such thatf .<f, is a 1.s.c. function ,u; and A is called the interior 
of A. ‘I’hie definition is consistent with those gircn in [I]. 
4. If .-I is an open fuzzy set and E completely regular then A is the uppc~ 
bound (for fuzzy inclusion) of the set of all open and closed fuzz)- sets included in 
-4. This is a well-k nown property of 1.s.c. functions defined on a complctel~ 
regular space. 
- 3. IL‘ :I and 13 arc two open fuzzy sets, then their algebraic product (see (41) 
is open. If A is an open and closed fuzzy set in B, .-I and B being open, then the 
convcs combination (A, R; A) is an open fuzz!; set in I:‘. 
6. 1,et E bc a set andI: a topological space. We suppow that a fuzz): set B oi 
F depends on .u r E (B is conditioned by x and denoted B(s)). p.,(. 1 I X) is the 
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characteristic function of B(x). For each fuzzy set A of E we can consider the 
fuzzy set e(4) of F defined by 
PROPOSITIOX. The two following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) all the fuzzy sets B(w) are open in Ffor the natural topology; 
(ii) for every fuzzy set A it2 E, O(A) i.y open in F 
Proof. (i) --, (ii) is trivial, the functions y - pB(y i i x) and y --+ pA(-r) arc 
1.s.c. when x is fixed, and the upper envelope !q(a) is 1.s.c. 
(ii) r_> (i) for .IC G E take A = (.x1; then 8(A) -.: R(x) is open. 
3. FIJ~ZY CONTISVOCS FUNCTIOXS 
I,ct (E, T) and (F, 7”) bc two topological sets and f: B -b F. According to 
[4], the fuzzy functionf : [0, I]E -* [0, 11’ is defined by: for a fuzzy set A of E, 
j(A) is a fuzzy set B of F; 
Pd?) = z~,yl,) cI&) for every y E F, 
and the inverse functionj-I: [O, 13” ---F [0, 13” is defined by: for a fuzzy set B of 
F, f-l(B) is a fuzzy set A of E, 
CL/l(x) = - ,QI(f 6%)) for every x c B. 
For two arbitrary fuzzy topologics on E and F, f is said to be continuous if 
j-r(B) is open in E for every open set B in F. The following result is funda- 
mental and shows that all the concepts introduced are consistent among them- 
selves. 
THEOREM. For the natural topologies T(T) and T( T’), 1 is fuzzy continuous ;ff 
f is continuous. 
Proof. Suppose f continuous, B fuzzy open in 1:. and A :f-‘(II): [pA > ,z} 
=-f-r{~~ > a} is open. Conversely if f-is fuzzy continuous, I3 ordinary open in 
F, thus fuzzy open, then j-l(B) .= A is fuzzy open in R, and pA is I.s.c. But 
/L,, -= 1,-1(s) thus f-‘(B) is open. 
I<XAMPLE. f,et E z !PL and I+’ = R’l-‘. 7’hc projection .f: (x, ,..., x,) + 
( x1 ,..., x,-~) from E to I’ is continuous. l’hus f, which is the function “shadow,” 
is continuous. Wc have seen that if A is fuzzy open in E, then the shadow 
A, ..= f(A) on X~ = 0 is fuzzy open. 
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This gi\-cs intc;.est to the concept of fuzzy open function: ifJ: I< > l;is given, 
{is fuzzy open if, for ewry fuzzy open set A of E,f(A) is open inF. 
For the two natural fuzzy topologies on i: and F. we have the following: 
‘I’HEOIWI. j is fuzzy open iff f is open. 
Proof. Suplwse thatflis fuzzy open in E and 13 is an ordinary open set of I;‘, 
Aus fuzz\; open; then B --j(A) ’ f IS uzzy open. Since /Lo = 11(,4j , f(A) is open 
in F. (.kn\-crsely, suppose f open, A fuzzy open in E. and B = f(.4). For ever! 
:\ositi\.c 2: 
{Pn > 4 =f(b/l > 4) 
as can bc c&y proved; thus {pn > X> is fuzzy open in J‘. Q.E.1). 
Let us note that j is one to one iff f is. For f one to one, say that { is a fuzzy 
homeomorphism ifjand f--l arc continuous. Sincej-l = fy in this cast, f-is a 
!wmeomorphism if open and continuous. With the results seen above we con- 
clude that ,i is a homeomorphism iff f is. 
t)ur purpose iwrc is to characterize continuitv bv a general notion of conrxr- _ . 
gencc, as can be done for ordinary sets. 
Let 5 bc a family of fuzzy sets of E. 
IhTINI I‘IOS. 9 is said to be a filter if: 
!i) .i c.F and B -3 A then Bc-:F, 
(ii) -1 E .P and B E 9 then A A B E 3. 
Comparing with ordinary filters, one has to rcplacc the set operations by fuzz! 
ones and not consider the condition + $9 because a sequence of fuzz)- sets can 
zonvergc to ch [I]. 
A filter base is a family R of fuzzy sets satisfying the condition: for every 
.i ~3 and H c A7 there exists C E.% such that A A R 3 C. The family 9 of 
fuzzy sets containing a member of 23 is a filter called the filter generated by the 
!xlsc 3. 
If 3, and .K2 are two fuzzy filters, WC say that .4 redefines .4 if .F1 3 .g2 
(this is ordinal-!, inciusion!). If s1 and -K2 arc generated by two filter bases 2, 
and 99 2, the condition F1 3 .X2 is trivially equivalent to: for every B, E ~~2 , 
one can find B, r 9, such that B, -<, B, . A filter 9 is called an ultrafilter if it 
is not redcfincd by any filter but itself. By the same proof as in classical set 
theory, it is cask- to see that in fact 9 contains all fuzzy sets, so this notion is of 
n ) interest. Tf \sc introduce in the definition the supplementar!; axiom: the null 
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set is not a member of a filter, then there exist nontrivial ultrafiltcrs, but even in 
this case, most of the classical results are not extensible to fuzzy ultrafilters. For 
instance, one can prove that every filter is rcdefincd by an ultrafiltcr. But an 
ultrafilter is not characterized by the fact that it contains each fuzzy set or its 
fuzzy complement. The next property will be important when characterizing 
continuity by use of filter theory. 
Letf be a function from E to F, J the corresponding fuzzy function, and J--l 
the inverse fuzzy function. 
THEOREM. If 249 is a fuzzy filter base on E (respectively F) then j(B) = (f(A), 
A E Z?} (respectively f-*(9?)) is a fuzzy jilter base on F (res$ectil;ely R). 
Proof. If A and B are fuzzy sets of E, A ES?, R ~a’, there exists C E 9Y: 
C < A A B. Then f(C) <J(A) A j(B). \Yith f-l, the proof is the same; the 
inclusion is also rcspccted. 
5. RELATIONSHIP WITII CONVERGENCE ASD CONTIXITY 
The first purpose here is to characterize convergence by use of filter theory. 
Recall that a sequence ‘4, of fuzzy sets converges to A in a fuzzy topological space 
E if, for every open set U containing A, all the A, arc contained in C; for w 3 p 
(see [l]). The open sets containing 4 arc a fuzzy filter base of the filter of 
neighborhoods of A. Given the sets & , we consider R, ..: if+, A, , where B,, 
is a filter base for a filter called the FrCchet filter. The definition of the con- 
vergence of A, is equivalent to: for every ~JE v there exists an integer n such 
that H, ,< U; in other words, U is a member of the FrCchet filter. This justifics 
the general 
DEFINITIOS. A filter 9 converges to a fuzzy set A if it rcdcfincs the filter Y 
of neighborhoods of A. 
Remark. This notion of convergcncc seems to bc too rough for applications. 
For instance, every sequence 4, of sets contained in A convcrgcs to A. A better 
definition of convergence could be: a scqucnce I?,, of fuzzy sets converges to 4 if, 
for every open set U containing A and for every closed set F contained in A, 
there exists n such that: 
F<AD,<U for p 2 11. 
If lim A, = VnA7,,:Gn A, then A, converges to A if for every U and F defined as 
above: F < !~IJI A,L < Cr. Such a definition is dissymmetrical, but suggests 
another one: define i6Z /I,, as At,VD>,, A, and say that A, conlergcs to ,4 if 
!~IJ A,, and fi A,, are between the closure and the interior of 4. With this 
definition, one dots not distinguish sets which ha\-c same Interior .xxi closes!-C; 
this seems to be consistent with the idea of fuzziness. 
Let us now try to find the relationship betwxn fuzzy continuity and fuzzy 
filter convergence. 
‘L’HEORESI. Let j: E -> F and consider the fuzzy eletnenis zchich a.re associo!eci. 
One has the equivalence: 
(i) j is fuzzy continuous, 
(ii) for wery fuzzA, set .‘I and ezery fuzzy jilter .% conwr&~ to A, f(9) 
converges to J(A). 
Proof. (i) * (ii). Supposc the filter 9 converges to -1 and Ict Y bc an open 
set containing!(A), i.e., an clement of the filter base of neighborhoods of A, 
rhen hy continuity !-I( 17) is an open set containing J-l!(A) which contains L4, 
thus a neighborhood of A. By convergence of F, 
j-y V) E 2F and fi-l( V) ~j(%), 
since 1~’ >jf---l( I/) we have proved that the filter base -f(9) redefines the base 
of open sets containingP(A). 
(ii) --> (i)- Let Y be fuzzy open in F and A ---J-‘(V). .F denotes the filter of 
neighborhoods of A in B. Since .F converges to .I?, f(P) converges to {(A). 
Then f(P) converges to every set containing J(A), in particular v. IJ is its 
proper neighborhood; then 
v >fiF) with FE9 an d !-I( I’) ;> fl-‘(E’) > F. 
This proves that A is its proper neighborhood, in other words that -q is open. 
yxn. 
12emark. It is easy to prove a similar theorem concerning :ocai continuity on 
-4 by using only the filters which converge to A. The continuity can also be 
characterized by the classical way using neighborhoods, as can be seen by 
making minor changes in the above proof. But this ws proved in [l]. 
In ii] the fuzzy compacity of a fuzzy topological spxc was defined by: Ii rile 
di arc an open covering of E: ‘Jib, A, =. E, then there exists a finite subset J of I 
such that: VicJ Ai -= I:‘. With this definition, the compact sets arc carried on I>! 
the fuzzy topological functions f which arc continuous (one has to supposc f 
surjectivc). 
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But this natural extension of ordinary compacity is not consistent with 
natural fuzzy topology: there exists no equivalence relation between ordinary 
compacity of a topological space (E, 7) and the fuzzy compacity defined above 
with the fuzzy topological space (E, ~(.7)). 
In [3] the definition of compacity is: if (A&,, is an open covering of I:‘, then 
for every 6 > 0, there exists a finite subset J of I such that V, ,LL~~ > 1 - E. 
It has been proved (see [3]) that (E, 7) is compact (in ordinary set theory) 
ifi (E, ~(7)) is fuzzy compact in this sense. It is now easy to see that the 
continuity is also consistent with this notion of compacity, provided that we 
consider the natural fuzzy topologies. 
'~'HEOIIEM. L&f: (s, .7)--(lip) b e SW ec j t ice and continuous. If E is T(Y) 
compact (in the second sense), then f(E) == F is ~(5’) compact (in the second sense). 
Proof. Let (BJiE, bc an open covering ofF; then by continuity ofif-’ =- 
A, is an open covering of E: V, pai =. 1. For l > 0, one can find J finite such 
that VJpai 2 1 - E. Sinceif-’ =: Bi b y surjcctivity, V, B, = VJff-*(Bi) 
= V,f(A,). Then for y E F: 
cL\~Si(Y) = V V ~%Ai(~l 3 1 - E* (QED.) 
J J zsf-l(u) 
Remark 1. Taking E :-- 1 in it is easy to see that the second definition implies 
Lindelof compacity in the sense of the first definition: if VielAi = E, there 
exist a countable subset J of I such that V, Ai = E. The converse property is 
generally false: the second definition of compacity is intermediate between the 
finite cover property and the Lindelijf property. 
Remark 2. If (Bi , 9J are topological spaces, consider the topological 
product space (E =-; fl, Ei ,7), w h ere 7 is the initial topology associated with 
the projectors Pi: E -+ Bi . Define the fuzzy product topology by ~(7) (see [3]). 
Then we have a fuzzy Tychonoff theorem: 
If the (Ei , T(Z)) are fuzzy compact in the second sense, (E, r(.T)) is also fuzzy 
compact in tkis sense. 
PYOO~. If (& , T(&)) is fuzzy compact, (E, , .7) is compact and by the 
ordinary Tychonoff theorem, (E, 7) is compact, so (B, ~(7)) is also compact. 
This result is more general than the one given in [3] because I may not be 
finite, but it is also more restrictive because the fuzzy topologies are not arbitrary: 
they have to be the natural ones derived from the given topologies .7 . 
7. THE CATEO~RICAI~ P01w OF VIEW 
Let 8 be the concrete category of ordinary sets E, with horn&F) = P. For 
each set E of 6, E denotes the class of fuzzy subsets of I?, i.c., [0, I]“. Defining 
hom(E, F) r-= {f : E --f F / f c FE), we obtain the category 8 of fuzzy sets E. 
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Similarly, considering hom*(F, E) --: {j--l: F -* E / fg P) ive obtam A 
category 6”: this is an immediate consequence of the relations (when the); have a 
sense 1 
fog = f?g and f-.J 3 j ‘J :-: x:j -J. 
Now we define two functors 7 and T*: 
E-LE and I:‘L>E, 
fe hom(B, F) .’ PIE hom(E, F), f c hom(E, F) -+’ E h;m(F, E). 
‘l’he abo\:e relations can be rewritten: 
Tif o R) = T(f) 3 ‘(6) and qg .>f) :-. T”(f) : P(g). 
Trivially: T(Z~) : 17cE) and P(IE) -= I+(E) 
COSCLUSKKX. 7 is a covariant functor from the categor-y 6 to the category Q, 
and 7%’ is a contravariant functor from B’ to 8”. 
Remark. T(f) := ~(6) for f E.P and g EE;‘; implies f --. g; this is trivial if we 
write ~LT(~, = pZCnI for ever); fuzzy set A in 6, particularly with ‘4 = {x,,) for 
CV~JT x0 E I?. ‘I’he same result is true for r*. This means that r and 7” are 
isomorpihsms. 
This of course does not remain true if we replace, for instance, hom(E, F) by 
thl: morphisms from E to Fconsidcred as complete lattices: our class of mor- 
phisms is quite different from those. 
Finally we consider the category 6, of ordinary topological spaces with the 
continuous functions from E to I: as Homr(E, F). 6’:~ is the category of fuzz) 
topological spaces, the topology being the “natural” one, Homs(E, F) being 
the fuzz\: continuous functions from E to F. \Vith the result about contint!it! 
seen above, the correspondence 
(I:‘, T) + (E, T(T)) is a bijcctive covariant functor from L, to (5’17 , 
f . ..+~ 
Remark If&r is the category of all fuzz): topological spaces with J-Iom(E, F) 
bcmg the fuzzy continuous functions from E to E’, we again consider the functor 
T: A, - ‘>,y seen above, and the functor 7: r%‘, -+ L,. defined by ?([O, I]“) -7 E, cc” 
the topology T on E, is the initial topology on E associated with all functions 
1: t [0, I] of .Y and Hom(& F) is the class of all continuous functions from 
fi to P. 
It is easy to prove that (part of this can be found in [3]): 
rs([O, I]“) = [O, I]“; ?T(E) _: E; ?r(T) ..: 7’; 
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T?(Y) is the smallest “natural” topology which is greater than Y for the usual 
order defined by ordinary inclusion; j+Iom(B, , FT,)) = Ilom(l$ , FT,); 
+(I-Iom(E,-F,-r)) = Hom(E,,(,-) , F,,(yo). 
‘These formulas have a global important consequence: r o ? r‘ T = 7, ? 3 r 0 7 : ? 
as equalities bctwcen functors, which lcads to the notion of adjointncss for T 
and 7. 
8. Corw.vs~os 
Of course it is possible to say more by using the language of catcgorics, 
especially for an algebraic study of fuzzy sets. For our purpose, what we have 
said is enough to see that the fuzzy concepts introduced by an extension of 
ordinary concepts (topology, continuity, compacity) are quite “natural” in the 
sense that the functors between the category of sets and the category of fuzzy 
sets have simple propcrtics (for instance, being one to one). In fact if we replace 
the set B by E x [0, I] the term “natural”has the mathematical sense of a “natural 
functor.” For instance, this means that given E, E’ and the lattice [0, I] the 
construction off given j is the only possibility if WC want to have “good” 
properties. A similar formulation is possible for fuzzy topologies. This seems 
to be necessary in order to introduce other fuzz); concepts (especially those 
which are analogous to topological concepts in their axiomatic formulation). 
Recall that, though the class I:’ of fuzz); subsets of a set E can bc identified with 
the class of subsets of a set t: (Stow’s theorem), this does not invalidate the 
introduction of fuzz): concepts by our method, since they have a proper sense, 
in human scicncc, for instance, which is not necessarily explained by the (non- 
trivial!) correspondcncc of Stone’s theorem. 
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